“My humanity is bound up in yours,
for we can only be human together.”
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, South Africa
(1931 –2021)

About the photo collections

Mikhael
Subotzky

Subotzky’s first body of photographic work, Die Vier Hoeke (The
Four Corners), was an in-depth study of the South African penal
system. Umjiegwana (The Outside) and Beaufort West extended this
investigation to the relationship between everyday life in postapartheid South Africa and the historical, spatial, and institutional
structures of control. He is based in South Africa. Part of the
collection is currently housed at the Goodman Gallery in
Johannesburg. http://www.subotzkystudio.com/

The Campaign to Decriminalise Poverty and Status is a coalition of
partner organisations that research, advocate and seek to repeal
laws that unfairly target the poor and marginalised people based
on their status (social, economic or political) and/or their activism.
The photos, by various photographers, are part of a travelling
exhibition of work on overcriminalisation and over-incarceration.
https://pettyoffences.org/

Photographer Luca Sola was commissioned by Medecins Sans Frontieres
(MSF) to document conditions in Malawi’s prisons.
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development-professionalsnetwork/gallery/2016/jul/29/malawis-harshest-prisons-humanitarian-msf

Amnesty International’s collection of photos was taken during an
investigation of the prison conditions in Madagascar. This resulted
in a report entitled “Punished for being poor: Unjustified, excessive
and prolonged pre-trial detention in Madagascar”, available at
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/afr35/9014/2018/en/

“The prison, that darkest region in the apparatus of justice, is the place
where the power to punish, which no longer dares to manifest itself
openly, silently organizes a field of objectivity in which punishment will be
able to function openly as treatment and the sentence be inscribed among
the discourses of knowledge.”
Michel Foucault, philosopher, France (1926 – 1984)
From Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison
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Luca Sola, 2016, Malawi
@MSF

Mikhael Subotzky
Exercise Yard, Voorberg
Prison, 2004, South Africa
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Luca Sola, 2016,
Malawi @MSF
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Mikhael Subotzky
Guard Tower, Pollsmoor
Maximum Security Prison,
2004, South Africa
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“Because it would be too agonizing to cope with the possibility
that anyone, including ourselves, could become a prisoner, we
tend to think of the prison as disconnected from our own lives.
This is even true for some of us, women as well as men, who
have already experienced imprisonment.”

Angela Davis, academic, author, United States (1944 - )

“You can’t hold someone for three months who hasn’t
committed a crime, who doesn’t know what has happened to
her husband and children, and keep her in conditions that even
animals wouldn’t live under, and then just say: go home. No! You
must be accountable. I was the only prisoner who sued the
government, and I won my case and millions of dollars, though I
never saw them.”

Nawal El Saadawi, physician, author, Egypt (1931 - 2021)

“Imprisonment has become the response of first resort to
far too many of our social problems.”
Angela Davis, academic, author, US (1944 - )
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Boniface Mwangi, Mombasa Detention Centre, 2019, Kenya. AR was arrested in Bondeni at 10am while
drinking tea at a kiosk. The county police arrested them for being idle. He was sentnced to 15 days of KSh 1000.
He is a fisherman and could not afford the bail.
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Sven Torfinn
Blantyre, 2019, Malawi. VM is
married to JM and they have 6
children. While going to work on foot
he was arrested and sentenced to 2
month in prison on the charge of
being a rogue and vagabond.
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Sven Torfinn
Blantyre, 2019, Malawi.
When VM was arrested, the
loss of income worsened the
financial situation of his
family, who were unable to
pay their rent.

Sam Abeka
Female Correctional
Centre, Freetown, 2019,
Sierra Leone
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POVERTY IS A CRIME IN KAMPALA CITY
The prisons are full unnecessarily
Hardworking citizens arrested and charged for poverty:
Women selling baskets of mangoes and bananas by the roadside,
Girls hawking roasted groundnuts, steamed maize and
sweetened simsim balls,
More girl-hawkers of mukonzikonzi brooms, mingling spoons
and papyrus mats,
Retailers of hankies, sweets and pens spread on pavements,
Queens selling pussy, blow jobs, kisses and a night of ecstasy,
Men selling bar soap, detergent powder and insecticide packed
in boxes,
Youths selling steering-wheel covers and mobile phone chargers
in the traffic jam,
Boys hawking bottles of soda, water and fruit juice hidden in
buckets,
Retailers of boiled eggs, fried grass-hoppers and hard corn along
the streets,
Earnest citizens making an honest living from informal trade,
The entire stock of their capital confiscated as exhibits of crime,
Earnest citizens striving hard to make ends meet,
Arrested violently by Kampala Capital City Authority agents,
Detained for weeks in dirty cells at scattered police posts,
Charged for being idle and disorderly at the Kampala City Hall
Court,
Charged alternatively for being rogue and vagabond,
Remanded for months at one of Luzira’s prisons,
Sentenced to six meaningless months in prison,
Poverty is a crime in Kampala City!
Stella Nyanzi, scholar, activist, Uganda (1974 - )

“Our prisons are very bad. When I was in Ikoyi prison, people
were dying every day. They were carrying bodies out of the
prison every day.”
Fela Kuti, musician, Nigeria (1938 – 1997)
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Luca Sola, 2016, Malawi
@MSF. The number of
migrants, mostly Ethiopians,
detained in Malawi for illegal
entry has increased in the past
few years, becoming a
humanitarian concern. Most
have been sentenced to three
months but are locked away
for longer.
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2018, Madagascar,
@Amnesty International.
In MC Manakara, hundreds of
men sleep in the same cell.

“What matters is not to know the world but to change it.”
Frantz Fanon, philosopher, Algeria
(1925 – 1961) From Black Skin, White Masks

VICTIMS OF INJUSTICE
The prison is flooding with inmates;
Packed to the brim with prisoners,
Festering with victims of injustice.
Remands for months without judgment,
Committals for years without High Court trial,
Guarantors of debtors who disappeared,
Convicts serving months, decades or life,
Appeals waiting years for a response,
Lodgers transferred from other prisons,
Forgotten lunatics on Minister’s Orders,
Yet the prison-bus is always full of new prisoners.
Prison congestion is a man-made catastrophe.

Stella Nyanzi, scholar, activist, Uganda (1974 - )

“Jails and prisons are designed to break human beings, to convert
the population into specimens in a zoo - obedient to our keepers,
but dangerous to each other.”
Angela Davis, academic, author, US (1944 - )
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Luca Sola, 2016, Malawi @MSF. Prisoners are fed just once a day, due to the small budget the Malawian
government allocates to the penal system. The quality of the food is miserable – six days of Nsima (boiled corn
flour with no salt or other ingredients) and boiled beans once a week.
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Luca Sola, 2016, Malawi
@MSF
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Boniface Mwangi,
Mombasa Detention
Centre, 2019, Kenya
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Luca Sola, 2016, Malawi
@MSF

NO CHAIRS FOR PRISONERS
Prisoners of all ranks sit on the floor.
It’s meant to rob them of all status,
To break the spine from their backs,
To unclench their fists of fury,
To knock out their brains,
To chop off their balls,
To shut up their mouths,
To break their souls like horses.
On arrival at the prison gates
Prisoners learn fast to hit the ground.
During roll-call in the wards,
Those with beds drop onto the floors.
During fall-in in the fields,
Prisoners crouch, squat or sit on the earth.
When talking to any prison staff,
Prisoners drop onto their knees as slaves.
When talking with prisoners of leadership,
Prisoners still kneel like servants.
Even in prison offices,
Prisoners sit on the floor like snakes.
When receiving personal visitors,
Prisoners sit on the floor like mourners.
Alas, colonised Uganda!
There are no chairs for prisoners.
Stella Nyanzi, scholar, activist, Uganda (1974 - )

“Very conscious of the fact that an effort was being made to
destroy my mind, because I was deprived of books, deprived of any
means of writing, deprived of human companionship. You never
know how much you need it until you’re deprived of it.”
Wole Soyinka, playwright, Nigeria (1934 - )
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Sam Abeka
Female Correctional Centre
Freetown, 2019, Sierra Leone

Mikhael Subotzky
Overnight Holding Cell,
Pollsmoor Maximum Security
Prison, 2004, South Africa

Mikhael Subotzky
Strip Search 2, Pollsmoor
Maximum Security Prison,
2004, South Africa
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THE CELL
Isolation is an age-old punishment.
Exiles banished to far-off solo islands,
Recluses tucked away beyond reach,
The prisoner locked up in solitary confinement.
"The cell" or "the shell" strikes terror.
It tears the hearts of female prisoners.
There are two cells at Luzira Women Prison.
One in the Condemned section.
One in the Boma section.
Solitary confinement is abused at LWP.
Cold water is poured on the ugly hard floor.
No bed, no chair, no stool - nothing!
No mattress, no blanket, no shield.
No toilet, no bucket, no sanitation.
No water, no food, no heating.
No friends or callers come to visit.
No glass in the high raised windows.
Mosquitoes fly high, roaches roam free.
Some women are carried in by prisoners.
Some women are handcuffed within.
Some women are totally naked within.
Some women spend a few days in the cell.
Some women spend weeks upon weeks inside.
Janet spent 21 days in the cell.
Her crime was paying for TV in prison.
Lillian N. spent 28 days in the cell.
Her crime was reclaiming her phones.
Rose Kawuga was sent three times to the cell.
Mayi was in the cell for attempting suicide.
Stella Nyanzi, scholar, activist, Uganda (1974 - )

“The unique problem for transgender women in prison is that our health
and welfare are also the responsibility of those charged with overseeing us.”
Chelsea Manning, US (1987 - )
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2018, Madagascar,
@Amnesty International
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2018, Madagascar,
@Amnesty International

2018, Madagascar,
@Amnesty International

Sam Abeka
Female Correctional Centre,
Freetown, 2019, Sierra Leone

“there is no glory in punishing”
Michel Foucault, philosopher, France (1926 – 1984)
From Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison

BEDBUGS AND LICE
Female prisoners at Luzira cry about bedbugs and lice.
These lice are in the folds of our uniforms.
They are buried in the stitches of our hems.
They snooze in the gathers of our waistlines.
These parasites sip sweat in our hollow armpits. They
harbour in the thicket of our body hair. Fumigation never
ends their terror!
Female prisoners at Luzira cry about bedbugs and lice.
The bedbugs are comfortable in our meagre beddings.
They burrow in the thin threads of our blankets.
They mate on our one-centimetre mattresses.
These parasites feast on the blood in our bodies.
They crawl upon our skin and in our clothes.
Fumigation never ends their terror!

Stella Nyanzi, scholar, activist, Uganda (1974 - )

“No matter how cunning a prisoner, the humanitarian act of courage
among his gaolers plays a key role in his survival.”
Wole Soyinka, playwright, Nigeria (1934 - )
From The Man Died: Prison Notes of Wole Soyinka
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Luca Sola, 2016, Malawi
@MSF
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Luca Sola, 2016, Malawi
@MSF

Sam Abeka
Female Correctional Centre,
Freetown, 2019, Sierra Leone
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Sam Abeka
Female Correctional Centre,
Freetown, 2019, Sierra Leone

“For me, justice is the prime condition of humanity.”
Wole Soyinka, playwright, Nigeria
(1934 – ) From The Man Died: Prison Notes of Wole Soyinka

“Two guards walk the passageway in
turns. One sleeps, the other is awake.
At one o’clock they change places.
They too cannot get out because the
door between the passageway and
the exercise yard is locked and the
keys taken away. Night warders are
themselves prisoners guarding other
prisoners. Only they are paid for it
and their captivity is self–inflicted or
else imposed by lack of alternative
means of life.”

Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, author, Kenya (1938 – )
From In the Endless Sameness of Prison, Writing
Kept Me Human

“Torture did not restore justice, it reactivated power.”
Michel Foucault, philosopher, France (1926 – 1984)
From Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison
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Mikhael Subotzky
Shackles, Pollsmoor Maximum
Security Prison, 2004, South Africa

2018, Madagascar,
@Amnesty International
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Mikhael Subotzky
Exercise Yard (2), Pollsmoor
Maximum Security Prison,
2004, South Africa
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Mikhael Subotzky
Cell, Voorberg Prison, 2004,
South Africa
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COLD
the clammy cement
sucks our naked feet
a rheumy yellow bulb
lights a damp grey wall
the stubbled grass
wet with three o’clock dew
is black with glittery edges;
we sit on the concrete,
stuff with our fingers
the sugarless pap
into our mouths
then labour erect;
form lines;
steel ourselves into fortitude
or accept an image of ourselves
numb with resigned acceptance;
the grizzled senior warder comments:
“Things like these
i have no time for;
they are worse than rats;
you can only shoot them.”
overhead
the large frosty glitter of the stars
the Southern Cross flowering low
the chains on our ankles and wrists
that pair us together
jangle
glitter
We begin to move
awkwardly.
Dennis Brutus, activist, South Africa (1924 – 2009)
Colesberg: en route to Robben Island

“A year as an inmate in Kamĩtĩ has taught me what should have been obvious:
that the prison system is a repressive weapon in the hands of a ruling minority
to ensure maximum security for its class dictatorship over the rest of the
population, and it is not a monopoly exclusive to England and South Africa.”
Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, author, Kenya (1938 - )
From In the Endless Sameness of Prison, Writing Kept Me Human
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2018, Madagascar,
@Amnesty International.
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2018, Madagascar,
@Amnesty International.

2018, Madagascar,
@Amnesty International.
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Mikhael Subotzky
Kakies, Holding Cell, 2004,
South Africa

2018, Madagascar, @Amnesty International. In MC Manakara, approximately 200 men, mostly pre-trial
detainees, sleep on the floor of one of the prison's overcrowded cells. The lack of space is such that at night,
they all trun around every hour, when the cell master gives the signal by clapping his hands.

TWO BUCKETS
A sleepy voice
from the confined
‘Beware of the bucket
Move to the left;
sleep there.
Any false move,
You fall into a lavatory bucket,
Or into drinking water next to it.’
In this startled manner,
I made my entry
Into a dark world,
Where thousands pine
and are forgotten.

Rev. Dr. Mmutlanyane Stanley Mogoba, Bishop, South Africa (1933 – )

“We’re always thinking of eternity as an idea that cannot be understood,
something immense. But why must it be? What if, instead of all this, you
suddenly find just a little room there, something like a village bath-house,
grimy, and spiders in every corner, and that’s all eternity is. Sometimes, you
know, I can’t help feeling that that’s what it is.”
Fyodor Dostoevsky, author, Russia (1821- 1881) From Crime and Punishment
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2018, Madagascar,
@Amnesty International
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Mikhael Subotzky
Exercise, Pollsmoor
Maximum Security Prison,
2004, South Africa

Mikhael Subotzky
Prisoners IV, Voorberg
Prison, 2004, South Africa
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Mikhael Subotzky
Unsentenced, Exercise
Yard, 2004, South Africa

JUSTICE DELAYED
I wake up with vigour at 04:00AM
To race for space in the crowded bathroom.
After sitting in twos for the Fall-In count, I enthusiastically rush for
search at the gate.
I strip to be searched in the bra and knickers...
I hand back my prison uniform,
And sit on the bus heading to court.
After hours of waiting in the holding cell, I stand with hope in the
suspect’s dock.
“Your trial magistrate is indisposed.
Court adjourned to a month away.
You are further remanded to prison.”
What a disappointment!
What an anti-climax!
After a month of rotting in prison, I step again into the suspects’
dock.
“The State Prosecutors are on strike.
Adjourned to a month away.
Further remanded to prison.”
The following month was a repeat.
“Your trial magistrate is abroad.
Case adjourned to a date next month.”
The next month, the court is closed for renovation.
Thereafter, the complainant is absent.
And thereafter, the case file is lost.
Adjournment after adjournment perpetual
With no case business in between.
This is how justice is delayed.
Stella Nyanzi, scholar, activist, Uganda (1974 - )

"One of the truest tests of integrity is its blunt refusal to
be compromised."
Chinua Achebe, author, Nigeria (1930 - 2013)
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2018, Madagascar,
@Amnesty International

Boniface Mwangi, Mombasa
Detention Centre, 2019, Kenya.
In Kenya, the majority of remandees are
wasting away in custody even though
they have been granted bail, some for
longer than they would spend in prison
were they to be found guilty. A high
number of these people are charged
with petty offences that should not
attract a custodial sanction.
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Luca Sola, 2016,
Malawi @MSF. A
juvenile prisoner,
sentenced to three
years for theft is seen
against the backdrop
of his decorated cell
wall.
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Luca Sola, 2016,
Malawi @MSF. A
Congolese man sits in
his cell in Chichiri prison
as he practises his
English in preparation
for his final school
exam.
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“A week after my incarceration, Wasonga
Sijeyo, who has been in that block for nine
years but has managed to keep a razorsharp mind and a heart of steel, eluded
the vigilant eyes of the warder then
guarding me, and within seconds he told
me words that I have come to treasure: ‘…
The thing is . . . just watch your mind. . . .
Don’t let them break you and you’ll be all
right even if they keep you for life, . . . but
you must try . . . you have to, for us, for
the ones you left behind.’”

Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o, author, Kenya (1938 – )
From In the Endless Sameness of Prison, Writing
Kept Me Human

“We drew strength and sustenance from the knowledge that we
were part of a greater humanity than our jailers could claim.”
Nelson Mandela South Africa (1918 – 2013)
May 1963: Remembering the coldest experience in prison
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2018, Madagascar,
@Amnesty International

Luca Sola, 2016, Malawi
@MSF. A group of Muslim
detainees from Ethiopia perform
their prayers in Chichiri prison.
Many prisoners are detained
after they have finished their
sentence because of the lack of
means to repatriate them to
Ethiopia. The prisoners are
expected to pay their own
repatriation expenses.

Luca Sola, 2016, Malawi @MSF.
TL (centre, right) is 18 years old.
He left Ethiopia due to economic
hardships and dreams of getting
to South Africa. Upon arrival in
Malawi he was arrested for illegal
entry and sentenced to six months
imprisonment at Maula prison.
While in prison he developed sores
from sleeping on cement floor
next to the chamber that is used
as a toilet.

Boniface Mwangi,
Mombasa Detention
Centre, 2019, Kenya
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“Our humanity is contingent on the humanity of our
fellows. No person or group can be human alone. We
rise above the animal together, or not at all. If we
learned that lesson even this late in the day, we would
have taken a truly millennial step forward.”

Chinua Achebe, author, Nigeria (1930 - 2013)

“We cannot trample upon the humanity of others without
devaluing our own. The Igbo, always practical, put it
concretely in their proverb Onye ji onye n'ani ji onwe ya:
‘He who will hold another down in the mud must stay in
the mud to keep him down.’”

Chinua Achebe, author, Nigeria (1930 - 2013)

ASSURANCE FROM THE JUSTICE MINISTER
Justice Minister Vorster
with a thread of smile
between ghostly lips
says he visits his prisons
regularly
– like a doctor at the patient’s bed –
and has nothing to hide.
Journalists and MP’s are welcome
to tour.
They may touch the pulse
squint at the mercury
talk no doubt to the healthiest
generally spend an hour where men spend their lives
and publish anything.
Libel actions, perjury charges and
charges for offences
under the Prisons’ Act
need not worry them.
All the Act says
is that you may not publish
untrue stories.
That way you end up
like the three Afrikaans warders
who spoke to the press:
one under house arrest
the other two in lock-up.
The Justice Minister is fond
of that type of assurance.
Ronnie Kasrils (writing as ANC Kumalo) politician, South Africa (1938 – )

This exhibition is dedicated to the loving memory of Desmond Tutu, who
continues to inspire our work. The exhibition was curated and funded by the
Southern Africa Litigation Centre, with kind support from our donors, Ford
Foundation, Sigrid Rausing Foundation and Open Society Foundation.

